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MODEL HOUSING DEVELOPMENT OF THE FUTURE
WHAT IS ERGOCITY?

Ergonomics are at the centre of our lives, and they provide an answer to the 

expectations of modern society. Inhabitants of cities are focused on a comfort-   

orientated lifestyle in which flexibility is key. This is reflected in current trends, 

which emphasise sharing, urban mobility and economy, all of which are important 

in modern economies. These trends represent the key areas for future growth, 

and which should be considered when developing new transport infrastructure. 

This applies both to public and private forms of transportation, as well as with the 

provision of car parking in new deveopments. The ErgoMobile solution puts 

electro-mobility and ridesharing at the heart of its functionality. ErgoMobile 

promotes electric vehicle rental while also taking into account restrictions on 

parking. Such restrictions promote sharing car parking spaces between 

residents and workers, which in turn allows for the creation of additional 

recreational spaces. 

is the creation of intelligent office campuses, integrated deeply within the fabric 

of an urban housing development. These office campuses provide an excellent 

base for workers, while supporting human capital and entrepreneurship. They 

are responsible for implementing programmes related to the growth of business 

and ecology, while being home to thousands of new workplaces. They are 

modern buildings equipped with the latest cyberdefence systems, while the 

architecture and technological solutions within these offices interact seamlessly 

with the surrounding public spaces. 

It is an framework that brings together different initiatives, activities and 

programmes, in which  the end goal is to achieve the best quality of life for all 

inhabitants. The chosen solutions will ensure that all educational, work, enterta-

inment and cultural needs are met. At the same time, it will provide a place in 

which health, safety, leisure and other needs are also met, all within an optimal 

space for social integration. Residents can expect to have a sense of security and 

most of all, a sense of belonging, all within the residential areas of ErgoLiving.

The ErgoEco programme is based on the idea of creating a city in harmony with 

nature, while promoting a high level of environmental awareness among  

residents. It means consciously taking actions such as making the most efficient 

use of natural resources while managing water resources, waste, air quality and 

green areas. It will implement a wide range of technological solutions in residen-

tial and commercial construction. It will promote the provision of eco-transport 

and the creation of green spaces providing living and recreation for residents, as 

well as providing more efficient solutions for those working within ErgoCity. 

These solutions will reduce energy consumption while increasing the aesthetics 

and air quality of the overall area, which translates into a better quality of life and 

health for everyone. 

Technological developments allow the implementation of the largest possible number of so-called "smart 
solutions" that will be installed simultaneously in several key areas, guaranteeing a high standard of living 
and satisfaction for future residents of all ages.

Mobile Living

Eco

Business

it is a new, friendly philosophy, which merges life and 
work in city agglomerations and creates a cohesive 
urban narrative. 

It is an intelligent neighbourhood for everyone, 
providing a high quality of life for everyone, where 
urban pro-social and pro-ecological programmes are 
designed in accordance with global trends. 

The scale of the ErgoCity project makes it possible to 
balance places to live, work, entertain and relax in one 
place, while creating new ways of living for people in 
the heart of the city. 

As the population of cities grow year after year, muncipial councils and other organisations face conside-
rable challenges. They need to provide functional housing, efficient public transport and safety, as well as 
protecting the environment while continuously improving the quality of life for all inhabitants. 
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ERGOCITY = CITY COMMUNITY PROGRAMME
ERGOCITY - A MODERN PHILOSOPHY FOR A MODERN CITY
The sustainable housing estate of the future - ErgoCity, has been designed by young graduates of univer-
sities. It is  dedicated to modern society and meets the needs of future generations.

                      is a housing development that implements a wide range of functional and technological 
solutions. It also incorporates new and existing social programmess that are implemented in many Cities. 
All of this makes it possible to create a model housing development that recognises the need for high 
levels of quality of life. 

Plan for
Sustainable
City Mobility

Green and
Environmental 
Policy

Green City

City
Air Quality
Index

Eco-office

Eco-working

City
Community 
Integration 
Programme

City
for Students

Age-friendly
City

City
Anti-Smog
Programme

City BikesElectric
City

Electric
Car
Rentals

Startup
in the City

Invest
in the City                     is a friendly neighbourhood

- a place for children, young people, 
students, families and senior citziens - 
today, but also in 10, 20 and 30 years. 

                     integrates many existing 
programmes, especially those that are 
pro-community and pro-ecological, 
such as:
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Apartments for Senior Citizens - "Live Comfortably" program
Several buildings and apartments of the ErgoCity housing estate will be adapted 
to the needs of Senior Citizens. This includes:

- their apartments will be located on the lowest floors and equipped with ramps
  and lifts for the disabled, as well as coming with handrails and loud intercoms /
  doorphones

- spacious and easy to maintain, apartments will be adapted so that they
  are wheelchair-friendly

- fully equipped with non-slip floors and handrails, while showers will come
   complete with special seats for safety purposes 

- apartments will be provided with safety alarms, which can be used to summon
   neighbourhood help or medical assistance 

- fully electronic and wireless control of appliances will be possible within
   apartments using modern home automation systems

Active Seniors 
- fostering the integration of different generations by providing them
   with vegetable gardens (healing gardens) on the roofs of buildings

- engaging senior citizens in numerous social initiatives (Point Nemo, Senior Club)

- providing direct access to public transport with easy access to real time

   timetable information through the public mobile application

- close proximity to a range of services necessary for modern life, including
   medical care and pharmacies,

Optimal living space for families with children
- apartments for families will offer secure and spacious conditions with separate
   play rooms, comfortable and safe bedrooms and direct access to green terraces

Security
- monitoring systems and green fences will provide security against theft

- traffic calming measures will be implemented within quiet residential areas

Active time
- The ErgoCity development will have a wide range of active leisure activities
   for spending free time. Separate zones for walking, rollerskating and scooters
  will be created, while the development of modern leisure infrastructure will
   allow a wide range of sports to be played on-site 

Child care
- there will be a creche and a kindergarten located in ErgoCity, within the green
   areas of the development 

- free time for children and young people can be spent in a dedicated area
   for culture - "Point Nemo" - a place of activity and learning of children and young
   people after school

Comfortable and functional
- smaller, functional apartments with access to a communal laundry room
   will be an optimal solution for young people, including newlyweds and students

- "smart house" apartments will be equipped with technically advanced
    functionalities, including control of home appliances using mobile devices 

- ErgoCity features keyless housing with access to stairways and apartments
   provided through a biometric system or smartphones

Life in the heart of the city
- ErgoCity estate will be perfectly connected with other districts of the city;
   it offers numerous transportation possibilities, with easy access to a wide range
   of public transportation options and eco-friendly vehicles such as electric cars,
   city bikes and scooters. 

Always in contact
- The HelloErgo mobile application, dedicated to the local community offers
   a range of functionalities, including simple and fast booking of numerous
   services, discussion groups and access to electric vehicles (cars, bikes, scooters)

Having your own place to live is one of the most basic and important needs for humanity.  Apartments 
within the ErgoCity development meet the needs of the present generation, but they will also meet the 
needs arising through social change, especially considering trends relating to demographic change. A 
wide range of apartments will be adapted to the needs of different ages and different families, with 
different financial possibilities. The apartments have been designed to become the best place to live for 
young people, single people, newlyweds, families and seniors. 

The ErgoCity housing has been designed to provide the best quality of life for residents. Buildings, 
apartments and landscapes create a friendly space packed full of amenities, with easy access to a range 
of services. The latest ecological and technological solutions are blended with the goal of neighborhood 
integration. Numerous zones for relaxation, as well as different private and public spaces will build social 
relations, which in turn will create an excellent base for life, learning and leisure.

THE BEST PLACE TO LIVE

DEDICATED SOLUTIONS FOR MULTIPLE AGE GROUPS

AGE-FRIENDLY
COMMUNITY

GOOD HEAD
START FOR

YOUNG PEOPLE

FRIENDLY
NEIGHBOURHOOD

FOR FAMILIES
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When designing a housing development for the future, it is necessary to consider not only the current 
needs of residents, but above all, the way that life will be for future generations. It is important to 
consider how their needs will change in terms  of communication, entertainment, culture, leisure time, as 
well as their access to services and medical care.

The ErgoCity housing developing is guided by the detailed study of ergonomics, leading to the highest 
possible quality of life through balanced and effective use of both natural and technological tools.

EVERYTHING "AT YOUR FINGERTIPS"
The ErgoCity development is designed to satisfy all the needs of residents in a simple and straightforward way. 

This will, in turn, increase the level of satisfaction and quality of life of residents. It is therefore planned that the 

residents of the ErgoCity development will have access to various services to satisfy their current and future 

needs. There are, among others:

- General health center
- Specialist medical practices
- Kindergarten
- Creche
- Restaurants and smaller gastronomic outlets
- Electric car rentals
- Bicycle and bike rentals
- Grocery stores
- Service points, ie: hairdresser, beauticians, pharmacies, etc.
- Post office
- Banks
- Municipal Service Point
- Stores with local and regional produce
- Laundry

Living

ERGOCITY - A BEST PLACE TO LIVE
By providing access to a wide range of leisure activities, ErgoLiving provides a significant increase in the 
quality of life for inhabitants through various free time activities aimed at various age groups.

These activities are intended to :
- build positive relations between the inhabitants of the housing

  development (breaking down divisons between different ages),

- prevent social exclusion

- provide entertainment and education 

- shape positive social interactions.

- Point Nemo - a concept for developing passions of children
  and young people
- Exotic Lagoon - swimming pool with a saunarium
- Walking and cycling paths
- Kid's ZOO and outdoor playgrounds
- Main Square
- Senior Club combined with the University of the Third Age
- Outdoor sports and recreation venues - street workouts, skatepark,
   climbing walls, outdoor gym, canoe harbour, beaches
- Gym and Fitness zone
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Living

FREE TIME ZONES

One of the most important places within ErgoCity is the residential 

main square, which connects various walking and cycling paths 

throughout the area, and is placed among numerous trees and other 

green areas. 

The main square plays a key role in social integration and building 

relations between residents of the housing development.  It is here 

where residents will meet, whether they are parents walking with their 

children, seniors, or even entire families meeting for a picnic. The 

square makes it possible to organize many entertainment and cultural 

events such as concerts, performances, open-air cinema, or during 

community engagement events such as sport events, canoeing and 

even joint actions such as caring for the green areas and the animals 

that live within.

It is an ideal place to play outdoors and spend quality time together, 
but also a place where community initiatives can be carried out. 
These initiatives can promote and strengthen positive attitudes 
such as openess, respect and sensitivity to the needs of others, 
which will undoubtedly translate into reducing social islation and 
improving the cohesiveness of the community

"Point Nemo" is a multifunctional sports-recreational-cultural-educa-

tional facility, which is a response to the extracurricular needs of 

children and young people.

The facility acts as a local community center, where a wide range of 

extracurricular activities can be found - including sporting, educational, 

cultural or scientific activities in order to reduce and prevent social 

exclusion and addiction. "Point Nemo" will therefore provide varied 

activities and programmes aimed at integrating residents, while 

building positive relations between young people and senior citziens. 

As part of "Point Nemo", a local internet radio station can also operated.

 

"Point Nemo" is a great place for young people to incubate hobbies and 

build passions. 

The ErgoCity housing development is an friendly place for residents of 

all ages, where numerous concepts will be implemented in order to 

provide a friendly space for senior citizens while actively involving them 

in the life of the local community.

One of them is the Senior Citizen's Club, which is a place dedicated to 

residents, allowing them to discover and build new passions, interests 

and hobbies. 

The rich programme offered at the Seniors Club will ensure that 

residents will  certainly find something interesting for themselves.           

As part of the Senior Club, there will be  numerous workshops  organi-

sed and tailored to the needs and preferences of participants, 

including:

- University of the Third Age

- Motorists Club

- IT Club of the Third Age 

- Tourism Club

- Active Seniors Club

- Dance Club

- Language Courses 

- Electronics Repair/Recycling Club 

- Science Workshops

- Artistic Workshops (for example, ceramics or painting)

- Neighbourhood Internet Radio

POINT

 
WE CARE ABOUT OUR FUTURE,

WE CARE ABOUT OUR CHILDREN

 
MODERN HUB

OF ACTIVITY FOR
SENIOR CITIZENS

MAIN SQUARE AND OTHER PUBLIC PLACES SENIORS CLUB
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Sample project of ErgoCity

Hawthorn terrace

Apple terrace

Pear terrace

Birch-tree terrace

Maple terrace

Rowan Tree terrace

Cherry terrace

Hornbeam terrace

Plum terrace
Magnolia terrace

Living in harmony with nature
The ErgoCity philosophy puts ecological awareness at the centre of its activities through the sustainable use of the surrounding 

nature. Within ErgoCity, numerous pro-   ecological programs will be implemented to support the local ecosystem while building 

natural food chains for the animals that live within.

ErgoCity is friendly for animals
As part of the framework of the bird-friendly and bat-friendly programme, the ErgoCity housing development will 

be supported by the proliferation of natural predators of bothersome insects (such as mosquitoes and other 

troublesome creatures). These predators include swifts (one can eat up to 20,000 insects a day) and bats, which 

will control the amount of insects active within the development. The area of   the estate will be researched by an 

ornithologist and chiropterologist, in order to establish the optimal places for the construction of nest boxes. It is 

planned to construct in the development:

- 800 nesting boxes for swifts within buildings

- 250 nesting boxes for bats in green areas found around the development

A protection programme will be created is to support endangered species of bees and other pollinators that 

representan integral part of all sustainable green ecosystems. It will create conditions that are supportive of such 

animals, through:

- planting biodiverse and native species of plants pollinated by local insects

- planting onion plants, providing food in the seasons in which food is scarce

- building homes for insects, which, thanks to transparent walls, will also have a key educational function

Responsibilty for water areas within the development

The task of ErgoCity residents will be to care for the water areas within the housing development. Nearby lakes will 

be stocked with selected species of fish - which are natural enemies of mosquito larvae. The water will also be home 

to selected species of plants, which will maintain the purity of the water areas and will maintain the delicate 

balances of the local ecosystem. ErgoCity will also build an ecological educational path along water areas - in 

designated areas, information boards will be placed, providing information about species of animals and plants 

living within the local ecosystem. As part of the programme,  the green areas be opened to residents who, through 

numerous pro-ecological initiatives, will take care of the cleanliness of the surroundings and the protection of local 

animals and plants. On the green area adjoining rivers, a forest kindergarten will be established - a recreational 

space for children with     a path established in the landscape. This path will provide for games  that will use the 

natural obstacles of the terrain (stone sensory paths, wooden houses, climbing frames). The river itself will be made 

available for canoeists, and the areas along the edge of the river will also provide for recreational sporting activities 

carried out by residents. 

Future housing developments must be connected with nature, for they must also provide for successive 
generations of residents. Within ErgoCity, urban and technological solutions are designed to support the 
local ecosystem while taking full advantage of neighbouring green spaces.

ERGOCITY = GREEN CAPITAL OF EUROPE
ECOLOGICAL PROGRAMME OF ERGOCITY

Ergocity - Green City in the City
Ergocity is not only a philosophy - it is a green city full of trees, shrubs and vines, created in harmony with nature. Green areas 

are created to improve the comfort of living and work at ErgoCity, and they are used to create the main artery of the housing 

areas, while creating a recreational route from the area of the lake to the river. They improve air quality, ensure biodiversity and 

they motivate residents to learn about ecological issues while helping to integrate residents into the life of the community.  

ErgoCity is:

- 2,500 newly planted trees

- 26,000 shrubs

- 7500 vines

- 3000 fruit trees and shrubs

- 6000 m2 of green terraces available to the public

Ergocity - A friendly and sustainable ecosystem
The plant species in ErgoCity have been selected with special care. They will create a biodiverse and human-friendly 

ecosystem, while also being a home to the many animals living in this area. The selection of plant varieties in ErgoCity                          

is dictated by their natural properties and suitability for the development:

- Platanus acerifolia - the large area covered by leaves also absorbs CO2 and air pollution;

- Tilia cordata 'Greenspire', wild roses, grasses and perennials - provide food and shelter for animals;

- Decorative bulbs - important source of food for pollinators in the period when there are no other flowers;

- Vegetable gardens in containers, or "community gardens" - Residents will provide their time to growing plants,

   while obtaining healthy, organic vegetables in return;

- Utility plants - small, very decorative plants that will not excessively shade interior areas.

- 5000 m2 of green terraces assigned to residents

- 3000 m2 green roofs with vegetable gardens

   and flower meadows

- 10,000 m2 of lawns

Eco
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On-site services will be equipped with machines that will crush and recycle
cans and plastic bottles. The use of the device, just like the waste
segregation devices, will be rewarded with points added to the EcoCard. 

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR
GREEN AREAS IN PUBLIC PLACES

Widespread use of water-permeable surfaces on paths and car parks provide numerous benefits. They: 
- prevent the formation of puddles and large pools of water

- do not require water drainage systems

- relieve urban sewage systems

- are natural, harmless to groundwater

Innovative waste management systems

Underground storage containers provide for segregated
waste collection:
they are equipped with an electronic information system that records the amount of waste disposed by 

individual users participating in the EcoKarta bonus programme

Renewable energy installations
in the form of solar panels installations on roofs and south-facing building elevations

Water Recycling Systems
Water, collected from the air conditioning systems, washbasins and showers is collected and used in toilets. 

Special vacuum toilets use only 1/7th of the amount of water consumed by ordinary toilets

Creation of Rain Gardens
these provide a balanced drainage system that supply water to the wider ecosystem within

and next to the development

Widespread use of innovative and egological building materials

City Jungle
complete with green walls, trellises, pergolas, and vegetable gardens

Promotes electric-powered transport by prohibiting cars with traditional engines from driving within the 
central areas of the development. 

Public transport is promoted through the HelloErgo application, which has access to real time timetable 
information. 

Mobile

Eco

ERGOCITY FOR A GREEN CITY

All activities and programmes implemented in the ErgoCity development are aimed at creating a sense     
of social responsibility among residents for the surrounding green areas and nature as a whole.

The ErgoCity philosophy assumes that instead of an apartment, buyers purchase a tree that comes with 
an apartment. Residents therefore are obliged to take responsibi- lity not only for their apartment, but 
also for their tree as part of a complete package.  

ECOLOGICAL PHILOSOPHY

ErgoResidents - Friends of nature
ErgoCity is a fusion of inhabitants with nature, which is why the ErgoCity philosophy assumes that every resident of the 

housing estate will look after one tree. Such an actction aims to create a sense of responsibility in the community, while also 

reinforcing pro-ecological habits. Other initiatives regarding taking care of greenery will be supported by social integration 

measures such as:

- specialised groups regarding care of the water ecosystem or other forms of greenery will be created within the Senior Club;

- in the area of   extracurricular activities of Point Nemo, children and young people will be engaged in feeding fish and birds, 

building homes for insects or creating nesting boxes;

- residents will be involved in the cultivation of edible plants in gardens on the roofs of buildings. Looking after plants by seniors 

and children together will bring many benefits to both parties, giving opportunities to share experiences and will build a sense 

of belonging and a sense of appreciation, especially  among senior citizens

The benefits of Green City
Ecological means promoting a positive ecological attitude and implementing appropriate solutions to develop such attitudes. 

All residents of the housing development will be invited to the ErgoEco programme, through participation in an innovative 

waste management program. It assumes that appropriate attitudes and activities among inhabitants will be promoted, aimed 

primarily at limiting the amount of waste generated through segregation and recycling of waste.

Each resident will have a unique membership card equipped with a microchip, on which points will be added, when they:

- use a local green waste composter;

- segregate waste, throwing it into appropriately described and marked containers equipped with sensors that automatically 

detect when the containers are full, meaning that collections can take place at the right time. This programme is aimed at 

reducing unnecessary travel of waste disposal trucks, which in turn will reduce CO2 emissions. For this purpose, in residential 

apartments, space will be provided for a sufficient number of baskets to segregate different types of waste;

- Drinkable water obtained from on-site fountains through the use of reusable bottles;

- use of public transport as a means of transport as well as electric vehicles.

Points collected for participating in the ErgoEco program will entitle users to discounts

in local organic food stores, electric car rental or local leisure facilities

- the Exotic Lagoon, fitness centres, gyms, etc.

Eco
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DEDICATED
LOCAL COMMUNITY APPLICATION

In addition to high quality living spaces and friendly architecture, residents of 
the ErgoCity housing development will certainly appreciate modern techno-
logical solutions designed specifically for their convenience and security.

Thanks to the HelloErgo platform, every ErgoCity resident will be able to; manage  

their apartment, use the services available in the neighborhood, communicate 

with other residents, or even take an active part in the life of the community.          

The application, which will be also available as a mobile version will allow residents 

to manage their daily  responsibilities from anywhere, saving time and money.

Weather forecast? Departure of the next tram? On-line shopping with delivery to 

their apartment from a local supermarket? Or maybe renting an electric car? 

These, as well as many other possibilities will be offered by the application. 

HelloErgo allows you to quickly, conveniently and safely use everything that 

residents may need, all under one roof. 

The HelloErgo application means an end to wories about open windows or doors -  

it will show the status of the lock,and if required, it is possible to lock or unlock 

them via the Internet! The same application will help residents in booking a restau-

rant table, checking the current consumption of electricity in the apartment, 

manage temperatures or call for assistance.  It will also be a great source of 

information about the life of the housing estate, a tool for voting on housing issues, 

or a source of inspiration in finding the perfect way to spend free time.

HelloErgo is a solution designed to meet the needs of the inhabitants of European 

cities, while the technology will support them in everyday life in a friendly way, 

leaving more time for meetings with friends and families while strengthening 

interactions between members of the community. HelloErgo is also a system 

allowing older people to communicate with their surroundings, giving them the 

opportunity to participate more fully in life of the community while also providing 

a tool for their personal safety. 

HelloErgo is an incredible combination of the Internet of Things and Smart City 

concepts, while providing a means of reinforcing key philosophies of modern life. 

As a result, those who desire a high quality of life will be more than satisfied by 

what HelloErgo offers them.  

MODERN TECHNOLOGIES -
AT THE SERVICE OF ERGOCITY RESIDENTS

Smart Apartments
HelloErgo will allow users to conve- 

niently manage multiple home systems 

regardless of whether or not they are

in the apartment or outside. Remote 

opening of doors and windows, live 

video from the housing development,  

current weather information, air quality, 

video intercom or even electronic keys - 

these functionalities will all combine

in one place, improving the life of 

residents. 

Transport
An additional benefit for the residents 

of the ErgoCity housing estate is the 

chance to access real time public trans- 

port timetables, while they can also 

reserve and rent an electric car, check 

availability of city   bikes or announcing

a common drive to the center with other 

residents (carsharing). The built-in travel 

planner will allow users to choose the 

most convenient and at the same time 

the most ecological mode of transport.

Services on the estate
Purchasing items from local shops

or booking restaurant tables has never 

been easier. The HelloErgo application 

can be used to quickly find and buy 

favourite services, check the status

of the order, whether special discounts 

are available, while notifications

and other forms of communications

will be used to offer special promotions 

on a regular basis.

Communication
with residents
HelloErgo is also a great way to provide 

residents important information about 

matters concerning  the local 

community. Reminder about community 

voting? Or maybe an invitation to join 

yoga classes near the pond? HelloErgo 

works as a social media tool for

the exchange of messages between 

residents.

Security 
The HelloErgo app is also of particular 

importance to older residents of the estate, 

as it will allow them to remain in touch with 

their friends, families and carers. The emer- 

gency mode will allow residents to call for 

emergency help, while the in built location 

tools will make it possible to find the route 

back to the apartment, or even locate those 

who have gone missing. The application will 

also be a tool for reporting failures and 

irregularities in the operation of building 

systems.

Free time
The most pleasant functionality, however, 

is the ability to search and book the most 

interesting events and other offers related 

to free time, provided by integration with 

Hello! Poland - an interactive promotional 

and sales platform, which provides 

one-click access to a wide range of cultural 

events, sports, museums, tourist 

attractions and more. You can find more 

information at

         www.hello-poland.pl 
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ErgoCity is the answer for developing an excellent location, while also utilising local natural 
resources in combination with modern technological solutions. ErgoCity is designed to be 
sustainable, while providing a comprehensive answer to the questions facing the next 
generations of society.

THE BEST SOLUTION FOR MODERN CITIES

A MODERN AND SUSTAINABLE

BUSINESS CAMPUS WITH 5000 WORKPLACES

IN AN ENVRIONMENTALLY FRIENDLY PLACE

FOR LIVING, LEARNING, WORKING,

PLAYING AND RELAXING. 

Plan for
Sustainable
City Mobility

Green and
Environmental 
Policy

Green City

City Air
Quality Index

City
for Students

Age-friendly
City

City
Anti-Smog 
Programme

City Bikes

Electric Car
Rentals

City
Startups

Invest
in the City

THE MODEL HOUSING DEVELOPMENT OF ERGOCITY – A LEAP INTO THE FUTURE
The ErgoCity development is a leap into the future. A location designed for the needs of 
future generations of citizens, who will benefit from the unique location, scale, and modernity 
offered. The development provides an unique opportunity to enrich the future urban 
development in the City with a friendly space to live, work and rest. ErgoCity is an investment 
in human capital, where everyone will find a place for themselves.

ERGOCITY PILOT PROGRAMME:
300 apartments will be provided with shared car parking facilities 

for electric cars, while a dedicated application will be available
to facilitate managing and sharing of electric vehicles. 

FIRST COMMUNITY
CARSHARING PROGRAMME IN POLAND
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